
GRIDMENOW HAS SUPPORTED 
GLOBAL OPERATIONS WITH:

(GMN) is a simple to use, mobile, 

location-based communication 

system that quickly and easily enables ‘real-time’ 

information to be communicated between users and 

decision makers across a wide spectrum of 

situations and geographic locations.  

GridMeNow combines cloud 

computing and smartphone 

technology to produce a digital 

dashboard of ‘real-time’, on scene 

activities. GridMeNow’s customizable 

mobile platform increases leaderships’ 

overall situational awareness, 

improves communications & 

operational efficiencies, while 

simultaneously overseeing the safety 

and security of personnel and assets.

ACCOUNTABILITY OPERATIONS SAFETY & SECURITY
Creation of ‘Real-Time’ Reports Controlled by the GSOC or Remote Admins World Wide Coverage (Cellular & Wifi)

Living Digital Log of All Activities Real-Time’ Situational Awareness Encrypted Transmissions 

Individual and/or Group Coordination Creation of ‘Real-Time’ Reports Digital Musters & Recall of Personnel 

Geo-Fencing Capabilities Bi-Directional Transmissions Communication Redundancies

Content Stored in the Cloud Digital Repository of Pertinent Documents Geographic Trend Analysis
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Accountability: An explosion occurs causing damage and destruction. Do you know where your employees 
are? Have they been accounted for? Is assistance required? GMN technology provides the ability to perform 
a digital muster of employee groups as compared with the traditional call tree. As employees respond to the 
“Auto Recall” request, individuals are automatically binned into groups: “Accounted For” or “Unaccounted 
For”. Data is continually updated to provide leadership with an accurate picture of the situation as it unfolds 
and frees up decision makers to manage the situation vice managing the data necessary to help manage the 
situation.

Globally Dispersed Assets: A customer recently stated, “I have 4,000 globally dispersed individuals and no 
real idea where they are at any given time. Can GridMeNow help?” The goal with Asset & Personnel 
Management is to provide leadership and employees a tool to increase communication efficiencies, provide 
workforce visibility, and instantly share information from remote locations. No longer is it necessary for 
employees to describe their location or the level of damage they are witnessing. Remote personnel can 
capture and share pertinent information with key executives and others located thousands of miles away, with 
a near real-time view of activities transpiring on the ground.

Employee Lifeline: To support business needs, individuals must often travel or spend significant amounts of 
time in areas with elevated risks.  Global corporations require employees and their families to live, work, and 
travel to remote and isolated locations. GMN is the perfect solution to increase an organization’s situational 
awareness and has been referred to by customers as their “Overseas On-Star.” When a situation arises that 
requires assistance, employees can instantly submit reports in real-time containing accurate GPS 
coordinates, text, images, and video. The “Auto-Location” function enables employees in duress to 
continually transmit their location, like a homing beacon, at defined location or time intervals. Geo spatial 
reports are visually rendered to assist in expediting the decision-making calculus while simultaneously 
providing employees with the confidence that a security team is only a push of a button away.For more 
information please contact:
Increased Operational Efficiency: The ‘Geo-fencing’ capabilities of the GMN platform creates instant 
notifications if an employee leaves a ‘geo-fenced area.  This needs to be investigated and the safety or 
whereabouts of an employee can be quickly ascertained.  Another example is an oil spill.  If satellite or 
cellular connections are not available, the GMN platform can be utilized to record pertinent information and 
quickly submit an Incident Report with photos and videos of the accident or failure.  As these reports are 
received, they can be easily shared internally and with other agencies to increase their situational awareness, 
expedite response times and serve as a living digital log of the incident.

For more information please contact, please visit us on the web at: www.gridmenow.com , or :
Contact: Jason Forouhar , Director of Quality Assurance at OakLeaf Safety & Security
Email: Jason.F@OakLeaf.email   I    Phone: 706.341.9660
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